DjTwyst
Dj Twyst was born Anthony Spencer in town called Tuscaloosa,
Al.(known most to people as "The Home of The Crimson Tide")
He began his journey towards music at an early age by listening
to album's with his cousin's and grew into loving and having the
passion of djing after sneaking out to the room to find out where
this loud music was coming from. He became fascinated by this
guy standing behind two turntables and wanted to learn more
about them. But, being that it was was a grown folks party, his
time would have to wait. As he grew and got older he started
purchasing his own music and would record mix-shows off the
radio to study the mixes. Being that he was from A small town in
West Alabama, he pretty much had to learn how to mix on his
own. As life goes on and he gets older he finally got his first set
of turntables at the age of 12 from his next door neighbor and
began doing family functions and house parties. By the time he
was 17, he was doing after parties for talent shows and high
school picnics. He eventually made his journey to Atlanta,Ga. to
further his career in djing and music. Dj Twyst is a member of
one the most notorious Dj groups out in the Atlanta, The SEA
NOMINATED Hood Hard Hitmakers!!! They are known for
breakin underground artist in the ATL area before it hit's the
mainstream!! He also a member of the Roc Harder Dj's, ran by
the #1 RECORD BREAKER HIMSELF, DJ T-ROC!!!!! He's also
a part of the infamous SEA NOMINATED MIXXBOSSES!!!! You
can find Dj Twyst in Numerous of clubs around Atlanta. On the
road in Alabama,South Carolina,Mississippi,Florida and
wherever Dj Twyst is demanded. He also has his So Seductive
Mixtape Series(R&B) and his From Da Thugz 2 Da Strip Clubz
Series(Exclusive Club Music).
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